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Introduction

For the third consecutive year, Paragon Bank has sponsored the Memphis Consumer 

Sentiment Survey, conducted by the Sparks Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 

Dr. John Gnuschke and Dr. Ryan Hanson. Six hundred fifty online surveys were 

completed during July 2020 and the results were used in this report. By comparison, 

the University of Michigan’s monthly national consumer sentiment survey reflects the 

opinions of only 500 respondents.
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The Report is designed to give the business community a 
snapshot of consumer sentiment in the Greater Memphis 
Area. Because of the extraordinary effect the COVID-19 
pandemic has had on the economy, we have provided an 
additional section for COVID-19-related analysis. 
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Executive Summary 

At a time of unprecedented challenges, consumer sentiment indicators for the 

nation have been down for months. The human lives lost and destroyed by the 

pandemic have caused immeasurable damage to people around the world. Clearly, 

Memphis residents are facing larger personal losses and more uncertainty than 

they have for many decades.

The July 2020 survey environment was totally 

different from prior survey years. The economic 

conditions in 2018 and 2019 were a continuation 

of the slow but steady post-Great Recession 

period of economic growth. The Great 

Recession was a huge setback for the Memphis 

economy, and the recovery took nearly a decade 

of steady economic growth. But, the losses were 

minor relative to the 2020 COVID-19 recession 

currently underway. 

After a decade of economic expansion, 2020 

started with full employment labor markets, 

increasing household incomes, and positive 

improvements in economic conditions for 

most households in Memphis. Much like recent 

years, the economy seemed to be headed toward 

another strong performance. Memphis seemed 

aligned for even stronger growth than prior 

years with expanding employment and income 

opportunities driving the market forward. 

The 2018 and 2019 surveys both took place 

during the peak of the economic expansion. 

Concerns about the sustainability of the 

post-Great Recession were beginning in 2018 

and grew in 2019, but were not realized in 

either year. The powerfully positive economic 

conditions did not disappear until the 2020 

COVID-19 pandemic forced the shutdown of 

the American economy. The Memphis economy 

suffered a disastrous decline, starting with the 

March escalation of the spread of the virus.
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Executive Summary 

The March, April, and May economic disaster 

was strictly associated with the virus and 

had nothing to do with traditional economic 

factors that determine business cycles. As a 

result, the length of the recovery period will 

be determined by the virus and our nation’s 

ability and willingness to keep the economy 

stable. The major federal stimulus programs 

in all their confusing array stabilized the 

financial industry, banking, small and large 

businesses, and even individuals forced out  

of work by the virus. 

The ability and willingness of the nation to 

continue supporting a struggling economy 

during and after the pandemic will determine 

the depth and duration of this recession. 

The current political divisions over this stage 

of federal incentives make the recovery 

less certain and increase the probability 

of a prolonged recovery. After the last two 

economic recessions, the Memphis economy 

took most of a decade to recover.

A decade of uninterrupted economic growth 

did not eliminate every economic problem in 

Memphis. The structural problems associated 

with poverty and inequality did not go away. 

Reductions in poverty are critically important 

in a community where more than one in 

four families and nearly half of the children 

live in poverty conditions part or all of each 

year. Poor health, high crime rates, inadequate 

housing, and educational deficits are all highly 

correlated with continued high poverty rates. 

While economic conditions were much 

improved and the Memphis community 

was experiencing steady growth and rising 

optimism, it still had a long way to go to solve 

some of the barriers to its success.

The outlook for 2020 and 2021 is for a 

prolonged recovery, but the potential for 

the recovery remains strong. Given vaccine, 

treatment, and testing advances, the economy 

will most certainly begin to recover lost 

momentum during the next 18 months. The 

diverse economic base in Memphis and the 

strength of its major employers make the 

outlook for the future positive. 

The length of the recovery will be determined 

by the pace of the national recovery. Memphis 

in general reflects the growth patterns seen 

in the national and global economy. Strong 

quarterly growth will occur, but offsetting 

the economic hardship generated by the 

pandemic may take years and not months. 

The damage done to our economic base, 

including numerous small businesses, has 

been severe, and even strong growth from a 

smaller base will take time.
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Consumer sentiment surveys are now regularly conducted in at least 45 

countries around the world, including in nearly all developed economies and 

in many developing and emerging market economies. The basic premise of 

these surveys is that data on consumer expectations contains information 

about potential future changes in consumer spending and represents a leading 

indicator for the entire economy. 

Consumer spending accounts for 68 percent of 

all spending in market-based economies, so even 

small changes in expenditures of households can 

have a major impact on the economy. 

Consumers’ expectations are largely formed 

from information on the standard array of 

variables that economists typically use in their 

forecasting models. Sentiment data improves 

near-term forecasts – not just because the 

data is available sooner than the underlying 

economic data, but because the data contributes 

independent information about the future 

course of the economy. The data from consumer 

surveys is meant to supplement, but not replace, 

other economic information.

*See https://www.bebr.ufl.edu/csi-data.

Surveys of consumer attitudes are nothing 

new. In fact, the well-known University of 

Michigan Consumer Sentiment Survey was 

first established in 1946. While leaning upon 

the foundation laid by the University of 

Michigan, the Memphis Consumer Sentiment 

Survey (MCSS) was patterned more directly 

after the Florida Consumer Sentiment survey.* 

In addition to other questions, the Florida 

survey asks two questions about current 

financial conditions and three questions about 

future expectations. Similarly, the MCSS asks 

questions about the present conditions in 

the Greater Memphis Area, the area’s future, 

the national economy, consumer purchasing 

habits and COVID 19.

Survey Background

Survey Background
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The purpose of this survey was to collect perceptions of the Greater Memphis 

Area economy by using an online survey instrument that consisted of questions 

about consumer sentiment and the COVID-19 impact on survey participants. The 

participants were residents of Shelby County in Tennessee and DeSoto County in 

Mississippi. Map 1 reflects the distribution of respondents.

Survey Methodology & Results
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Map 1

Count of Survey Participants 
by ZIP Code

Table 1

Table 2

36+36+28+C
58+35+1+3+1+2C

18-34

35-65    

Over 65

White

African American

American Indian or 
Alaska Native

36.2%

36.2%

27.7%

58.3%

34.5%

0.8%

3.4%

0.5%

2.6%

What is your age?

Surveys by ZIP Code

3-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-33

What is the race with 
which you most identify?

The data in Table 1 shows the distribution of 

respondents by age with 36.2 percent in both 

the 18-34 and 35-65 age categories. Those 

participants over 65 were 27.7 percent of the 

total respondents. More than 58 percent of the 

respondents were white, and 35 percent of the 

participants were African American (Table 2). 

2020 SURVEY RESULTS

Asian

Native Hawaiian  
or Pacific Islander

Other
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CURRENT FINANCIAL ATTITUDE

COMPARED TO FIVE YEARS AGO

Table 3 on the financial well-being of participants reflects the sentiment of the consumer – the driving 

force in the economy. Nearly 70 percent of the nation’s economy is determined by consumers. That 

is why consumer sentiment and confidence measures are so important. The 2019 responses to this 

question were weaker than the 2018 but the 2020 responses were much weaker than either year.

The 2020 respondents reported that 22.0 percent were better off than a year ago, 45.4 percent were 

the same, and 24.2 percent were worse off. The percent reporting they were worse off increased from 

9.3 in 2019, a more than 250% increase.

The data in Table 4 asks about the financial status of the respondents relative to five years ago. The 

majority of respondents in 2018 and 2019 reported that they were better off than five years before –

something that should have happened during the post-Great Recession recovery. The data for 2020 

indicated that only 44.2 percent felt they were better off, 26.3 percent were the same, and 19.9 percent 

reported they were worse off. Over a five-year period, less than half of the respondents reported they 

were better off. Clearly, the impact of the COVID-19 recession shows in the 2020 responses.

Presently, within the Greater Memphis Area, we are interested in how people are getting 
along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family living here) are:

Now thinking back five years ago, would you say that you (and your family living here) are:

Brought to you by

2020 45.4%

2019 58%

2018 35.6%

1000=

1000=

1000=

450=

580=

350=

The same financially as 
you were a year ago

2020 24.2%

2019 9.3%

2018 11.3%

1000=

1000=

1000=

240=

90=

110=

Worse off financially 
than a year ago

2020 22%

2019 32.7%

2018 50.7%

1000=

1000=

1000=

220=

320=

507=

Better off financially 
than a year ago

2020 8.5%

2019 0%

2018 2.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

85=

24=

Don’t know

Table 3

Table 4

2020 44.2%

2019 62.6%

2018 54.6%

1000=

1000=

1000=

442=

626=

546=

Better off financially than 
you were five years ago

2020 26.3%

2019 28.3%

2018 26.7%

1000=

1000=

1000=

283=

260=

The same, financially, as 
you were five years ago

2020 19.9%

2019 9.1%

2018 15.7%

1000=

1000=

1000=

199=263=

91=

157=

Worse off financially than 
you were five years ago

2020 9.7%

2019 0%

2018 3%

1000=

1000=

1000=

97=

30=

Don’t know
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OUTLOOK FOR MAJOR PURCHASES
Table 5 contains data on the durable goods purchases of the respondents. More than half of the 

2018 and 2019 respondents reported that it would be a good time to make major purchases, and 

approximately 23 percent to 24 percent reported it was a bad time. The responses to the same 

question in 2020 indicated that 30 percent felt it was a good time and 28 percent reported it was 

a bad time for major purchases.

Currently, thinking about the big things people buy for their homes – such as furniture, 
refrigerators, stoves, televisions, and other expensive items – do you think now is a 
good time or bad time to buy major household items?

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE JOB MARKET
Table 6 reported responses about the availability of jobs in Memphis. The decline evident in the 

ease of finding a job from 2018 to 2019 accelerated in 2020. Still, 65 percent of the respondents said 

jobs were either easy to find or could be found with some effort. Only 21.5 percent said jobs were 

hard to find in July 2020. 

Now thinking about the availability of jobs locally, would you say that jobs in the 
Greater Memphis Area are:

Brought to you by

Table 5

Table 6

2020 35.7%

2019 17.5%

2018 18.8%

1000=

1000=

1000=

357=

175=

188=

Uncertain

2020 29.7%

2019 54.8%

2018 53.8%

1000=

1000=

1000=

297=

548=

538=

Good time to buy

2020 28%

2019 23.1%

2018 24.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

280=

231=

242=

Bad time to buy

2020 6.6%

2019 4.6%

2018 3.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

66=

32=

46=

No Answer

2020 48.2%

2019 61.7%

2018 20.1%

1000=

1000=

1000=

482=

617=

201=

Can be found, but it 
takes some effort

2020 21.5%

2019 14.1%

2018 15%

1000=

1000=

1000=

215=

140=

150=

Hard to find

2020 16.3%

2019 24.1%

2018 47%

1000=

1000=

1000=

163=

241=

470=

Easy to find

2020 14%

2019 0%

2018 17.9%

1000=

1000=

1000=

140=

179=

Don’t know

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 
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SPENDING ONLINE AND NON-TRADITIONAL 
GOODS AND SERVICES 
Tables 7-10 were about purchasing patterns. Table 7 results reflected that approximately 72 percent 

bought or sold goods online frequently (28%) or occasionally (44%), up slightly from prior years. Table 

8 indicates that online banking has successfully penetrated the market with more than 55 percent 

indicating frequent use and only 18 percent did not use it at all. Table 9 indicates that alternative 

transportation services have yet to substantially impact Memphians. Sixty percent of the respondents 

indicated they did not use it at all, and 32 percent indicated occasional use. Ordering food online has 

become more common in 2020 with 60 percent of the respondents indicating they frequently or 

occasionally used those food services.

Brought to you by

How frequently do you buy or sell goods online?
Table 7

2020 43.9%

2019 31.8%

2018 36.7%

2020 28.6%

2019 31.1%

2018 30.3%

2020 27.5%

2019 37.1%

2018 33%

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

439=

318=

367=

286=

311=

303=

275=

371=

330=

Occasionally Not at all Frequently

2020 55.1%

2019 48.3%

2018 52.8%

How frequently do you use online banking?
Table 8

2020 26.5%

2019 15.1%

2018 15.3%

2020 18.5%

2019 36.6%

2018 31.9%

1000= 1000= 1000=551= 185=

Occasionally Not at allFrequently

265=

1000= 1000= 1000=

1000= 1000= 1000=

483= 151= 366=

582= 153= 319=

How frequently do you use Uber, Lyft, or other transportation services?
Table 9

2020 60%

2019 70.6%

2018 62.6%

2020 31.5%

2019 21.3%

2018 28.8%

2020 8.5%

2019 8.1%

2018 8.6%

1000= 1000= 1000=600= 85=

Not at all FrequentlyOccasionally

315=

1000= 1000= 1000=

1000= 1000= 1000=

706= 213= 81=

626= 288= 86=

How frequently do you order food online from grocery stores or other food 
service companies?

Table 10

Not at all FrequentlyOccasionally

2020 40%

2019 72.4%

2018 68%

2020 37.5%

2019 18.9%

2018 21.9%

2020 22.5%

2019 8.6%

2018 10.1%

1000= 1000= 1000=400= 225=375=

1000= 1000= 1000=

1000= 1000= 1000=

724= 189= 86=

680= 219= 101=

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 
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Tables 11-18 indicate survey responses about the state of the economy and issues that might impact 

decisions in the future. Most respondents in 2020 (76.5%) remained optimistic and still thought they 

would be better off or the same financially next year (Table 11). But the percentage fell from 96% in 

2019. Ten percent felt they would be worse off. 

FINANCIAL EXPECTATIONS FOR A YEAR FROM NOW

Now looking ahead – do you think that a year from now you (and your family 
living here) will be:

EXPECTATIONS FOR BUSINESS CONDITIONS 
AND JOB MARKET A YEAR FROM NOW
Thirty-one percent felt that Memphis would have a good economy and 20.9 percent expected the 

economy to be bad (Table 12). Those numbers were 70.8 percent and 10.1 percent, respectively, in 

2019.  Sentiment about job openings was more negative in 2020 with 19.2 percent expecting fewer 

jobs in the next year, up from 10.1 percent in 2019 (Table 13). Despite the recession and the pandemic, 

62.9 percent felt jobs would either increase (35.7%) or stay the same. 

Now turning to business conditions in the Greater Memphis Area – do you think 
that during the next year we will have:

Table 11

Table 12

2020 45.7%

2019 53.5%

2018 35.1%

1000=

1000=

1000=

457=

535=

351=

The same financially as 
you were a year ago

2020 30.8%

2019 42.5%

2018 40.1%

1000=

1000=

1000=

308=

425=

401=

Worse off financially 
than a year ago

2020 14%

2019 0%

2018 15%

1000=

1000=

1000=

140=

150=

Better off financially 
than a year ago

2020 9.5%

2019 4.0%

2018 9.8%

1000=

1000=

1000=

95=

98=

40=

Don’t know 

2020 40%

2019 6.3%

2018 37.7%

2020 12.5%

2019 33.8%

2018 26.4%

2020 18.6%

2019 47%

2018 24.5%

2020 7.9%

2019 2.7%

2018 0.4%

2020 15.7%

2019 4.6%

2018 9%

2020 5.2%

2019 5.5%

2018 2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

400=

125=

186=

79=

157=

52=

Uncertain

Good financial times

Good financial times, but with 
qualifications

Don’t know

Bad financial times

Bad financial times, but with 
qualifications

1000=

1000=

1000= 1000=

1000=1000=

1000=

1000=

1000= 1000=

1000=1000=

63=

338=

470= 46=

55=27=

377=

264=

245= 90=

20=4=

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 
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Only 16.7 percent felt that Memphis could expect bad times over the next five years (Table 14). 

But far fewer expected good times (40.2%) relative to 2019 (76.2%).

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FIVE YEARS AHEAD

Looking farther ahead, which would you say is more likely – that in the Greater Memphis 
Area we’ll have continuous good times over the next five years or so, or that we will 
face difficulties (such as periods of increased unemployment or economic downturns)?

Table 14

2020 34.6%

2019 8%

2018 22.5%

2020 11.2%

2019 7%

2018 18.2%

2020 25.7%

2019 44.6%

2018 22.2%

2020 8.5%

2019 2.4%

2018 5.7%

2020 14.5%

2019 31.6%

2018 27.2%

2020 5.5%

2019 6.4%

2018 4.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

1000=

346=

80= 446=

70= 64=

225= 222=

182= 42=

112=

257=

24=

57=

85=

316=

272=

145=

55=

Uncertain

Bad times

Good times with qualifications

Don’t know

Good times

Bad times with qualifications

How about in the next year: Do you think that in the Greater Memphis Area there will be:
Table 13

2020 35.7%

2019 36.3%

2018 33.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

357=

363=

332=

More job openings than 
there are now

2020 27.2%

2019 53.6%

2018 30.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

272=

536=

304=

About the same number 
of job openings as there 
are now

2020 19.2%

2019 10.1%

2018 19%

1000=

1000=

1000=

192=

101=

190=

Fewer job openings 
than there are now

2020 17.9%

2019 0%

2018 17.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

179=

174=

Don’t know

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 
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Tables 15-18 reflect opinions about the national economic outlook. The respondents indicated that 

far fewer expected inflation to remain low and most thought wages would not keep up with inflation 

(Tables 15 and 16). More than 72 percent expected gas prices to rise (Table 17) and only 41.9 percent 

expected the national economy to grow – down from 81.0 percent in 2019 (Table 18). 

NATIONAL OUTLOOK

2020 38.6%

2019 47.8%

2018 55.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

386=

478=

552=

No

2020 31.7%

2019 0%

2018 5.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

317=

54=

Don’t know

2020 29.7%

2019 52.2%

2018 39.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

297=

522=

394=

Yes
Table 15

Inflation
Thinking about the national 
economy over the next year, 
do you think inflation will 
remain low?

2020 72.5%

2019 78.3%

2018 80%

1000=

1000=

1000=

725=

783=

800=

Yes

2020 15.2%

2019 0%

2018 3.5%

1000=

1000=

1000=

152=

35=

Don’t know

2020 12.3%

2019 21.7%

2018 16.5%

1000=

1000=

1000=

123=

217=

165=

No
Table 17

Gas prices
Thinking about the national 
economy over the next 
year, do you think gas 
prices will increase?

2020 41.9%

2019 81%

2018 64.3%

1000=

1000=

1000=

419=

810=

643=

Yes

2020 32.6%

2019 19%

2018 29.5%

1000=

1000=

1000=

326=

190=

295=

No

2020 25.5%

2019 0%

2018 6.2%

1000=

1000=

1000=

255=

62 

Don’t know
Table 18

Economic growth
Thinking about the national 
economy over the next year, 
do you think the national 
economy will grow?

2020 50.5%

2019 53%

2018 58.8%

1000=

1000=

1000=

505=

530=

588=

No

2020 28.5%

2019 0%

2018 7.4%

1000=

1000=

1000=

285=

74=

Don’t know

2020 21.1%

2019 47%

2018 33.8%

1000=

1000=

1000=

211=

470=

338=

Yes
Table 16

Wages
Thinking about the national 
economy over the next year, 
do you think wage increases 
will exceed inflation?

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 
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Brought to you by

Tables 19 and 20 are about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the jobs or income of Memphis 

residents and their income recovery potential. Twenty-three percent reported having lost their job or 

income because of the virus (Table 19). Of those with losses, about half expected to recover in the next 

six months (Table 20). 

2020 76.5% 1000=765=No

2020 23.5% 1000=235=Yes

Table 19 Table 20

Job loss
Have you lost your job or income 
due to the coronavirus?

Income recovery
If Yes, do you believe you will find 
employment or recover your lost 
income in the next six months?

As the economic conditions change over time, the conditions faced by 
respondents will adjust accordingly. If the pandemic gets worse and 
the economy stagnates in the Fall of 2020 and into 2021, the negative 
impact on the Memphis consumer will increase. But if the virus 
declines and solutions appear, the economy should rebound, based 
on improvements in consumer economic conditions and sentiments.

Impact of COVID-19

2020 63.5% 1000=635=

Not applicable

2020 16% 1000=160=

No

2020 14.9% 1000=149=

Yes

2020 5.5% 1000=55=

I already have

Consumer Sentiment Survey Results 



18-34 33.2% 66.8%

35-65 23.4% 76.6%

Over 65 11.1% 88.9%

White 18.5% 81.5%

African American 32.6% 67.4%

American Indian 
or Alaska Native 40.0% 60.0%

Asian 13.6% 86.4%

Native Hawaiian 
or Pacific Islander 33.3% 66.7%

Other 23.5% 76.5%

What is your age?

What is the race with  
which you most identify?

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

330=

185=

136=

230=

326=

333=

235=

110=

400=

COVID-19 Analysis
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13

COVID-19 Analysis
The economic picture is in recovery, but the risks of the pandemic recession weigh 

heavily on consumers. The July data and the uncertainty surrounding the pace and 

sustainability of the recovery were evident in the responses to the survey. While 

strong employment growth is occurring in many states, the economy is still fragile 

and sensitive to COVID-19.

Brought to you by

The loss of millions of jobs has put the nation’s 

consumers on high alert. Large gains after  

the disastrous second quarter were to be 

expected, but complete recovery will take  

years and not months.

The record 32.9 percent decline in second-

quarter GDP and the rise in unemployment to 

a post-Great Depression high of 14.7 percent 

in April created an economic disaster that has 

long-lasting effects. With more than 15 million 

drawing unemployment, the effects of the 

financial devastation will clearly be felt for  

some time.

Tables 21-30 provide some consumer sentiment 

data for those people who lost jobs or income 

associated with the pandemic. These tables are 

intended to support the consumer sentiment 

data reported previously. It should be noted 

that changes in survey responses can reflect 

changes in economic or political news as much 

as meaningful research results on vaccines and 

the status of the pandemic.

Table 21 data shows 23.5 percent of all 

respondents suffered some job or income loss, 

and the hardest-hit group was ages 18-34. The 

nature of the job or income losses hit hardest 

on the young (33.2%), but 23.4 percent of the 

Table 22 data indicates that African American 

respondents were nearly twice as likely to report 

job or income losses (32.6% versus 18.5% for 

white respondents).

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

YES

YES

NO

NO

Table 21

Table 22
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The data in Table 23 indicates that of those 

respondents reporting they were better 

off financially than last year, 25.2 percent 

had suffered job or income losses. Of 

those reporting that they were worse off 

financially than a year ago, 31.2 percent had 

suffered losses. More than 76.5 percent of all 

respondents said they were not impacted by 

job or income losses from COVID-19. 

Similarly, Table 24 indicates that only 18.8% of 

the respondents saying they were better off than 

five years ago had lost income or jobs from the 

pandemic. Of those reporting they were worse 

off financially, 32.6% reported they had suffered 

pandemic losses in jobs or income.

Table 23

Table 24

Don’t know 38.2% 61.8%

Worse off 
financially  
than a year ago

31.2% 68.8%

Better off 
financially  
than a year ago

25.2% 74.8%

The same, 
financially,  
as a year ago

15.9% 84.1%

Would you say that you 
(and your family living 
here) are:

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

382=

159=

312=

252=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

YES NO

Don’t know 38.1% 61.9%

Worse off  
financially than you 
were five years ago

32.6% 67.4%

The same, 
financially, as you 
were five years ago

19.3% 80.7%

Better off  
financially than you 
were five years ago

18.8% 81.2%

Now thinking back five 
years ago, would you say 
that you (and your family 
living here) are:

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

381=

188=

326=

193=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO
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Subsequent Tables 25, 26, 27, and 28 indicate 

that job or income losses caused consumers 

to be less likely to be positive about large 

purchases, less optimistic about the local labor 

market, more likely to buy and sell goods 

online, and less likely to use online banking. 

Banking and online transaction responses may 

be sensitive to the respondent’s age.

Table 25

No answer 30.2% 69.8%

Bad time to buy 29.1% 70.9%

Good time to buy 22.3% 77.7%

Uncertain 19% 81%

Do you think now is a good 
time or bad time to buy 
major household items?

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

302=

190=

291=

223=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO

Table 26

Hard to find 35.7% 64.3%

Easy to find 26.4% 73.6%

Can be found,  
but it takes  
some effort

20.1% 79.9%

Don’t know 13.2% 86.8%

Would you say that jobs 
in the Greater Memphis 
Area are:

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

357=

132=

264=

201=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO

Table 27

Occasionally 26.7% 73.3%

Frequently 22.9% 77.1%

Not at all 19.4% 80.7%

How frequently do you 
buy or sell goods online?

100000=

100000=

100000=

267=

229=

194=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO

Table 28

Occasionally 27.3% 72.7%

Not at all 25.8% 74.2%

Frequently 21% 79.1%

How frequently do you 
use online banking?

100000=

100000=

100000=

273=

258=

210=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO
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Tables 29 and 30 contain data on the use of alternative means of transportation and online services 

from grocery stores and others. If consumers lost their job or income as a result of the pandemic, 

they used alternative transportation services more frequently. But the frequency of use of online 

grocery and similar shopping seems to be independent of the loss of employment or income.  

The subsequent Tables 31-38 are related to the 

short- and long-term economic conditions 

that respondents thought might take place in 

Memphis and the nation. Of those respondents 

who said they would be better off financially 

over the next year (Table 31), 27.0 percent had 

been negatively impacted by the pandemic. 

Of those expecting to be worse off, only 16.1 

percent had been negatively impacted. But, 29.7 

percent of those who were uncertain had been 

negatively impacted by the pandemic.  

Table 32 includes data on business conditions 

in Memphis over the next year. Of those 

respondents who expected good financial times, 

one-third or less had been negatively impacted 

by the pandemic. Those respondents expecting 

bad conditions experienced similar rates of 

pandemic-related hardship.  

Tables 33 and 34 show similar results with the 

pandemic having little impact on expectations 

regarding either the outlook for job openings or 

the long-term financial conditions for Memphis.  

Table 29

Table 31

Table 32

Table 33

Table 30

Frequently 43.6% 56.4%

Occasionally 22.9% 77.1%

Not at all 21% 79%

Don’t know 29.7% 70.3%

Better off 
financially 27% 73%

The same 20.9% 79.1%

Worse off 
financially 16.1% 83.9%

Frequently 24% 76%

Occasionally 23.8% 76.2%

Not at all 23.1% 76.9%

How frequently do you 
use Uber, Lyft, or other 
transportation services?

Do you think that a year 
from now you (and your 
family living here) will be:

How frequently do you 
order food online from 
grocery stores or other 
food service companies?

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

436=

297=

240=

229=

270=

238=

210=

161=

209=

231=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

Good financial 
times 33.3% 66.7%

Bad financial 
times, but with 
qualifications

32.4% 67.7%

Don’t know 31.4% 68.6%

Bad financial 
times 21.6% 78.4%

Good financial 
times, but with 
qualifications

20.7% 79.3%

Uncertain 19.9% 80.1%

Do you think that 
during the next year 
we will have:

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

330=

216=

324=

207=

314=

199=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO

Fewer job 
openings than 
there are now

26.4% 73.6%

More job  
openings than 
there are now

25.9% 74.1%

Don’t know 23.3% 76.7%

About the same 
number of job 
openings as  
there are now

18.6% 81.4%

Do you think that in the 
Greater Memphis Area 
there will be:

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

264=

186=

259=

233=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO
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The pandemic impact data shown in Tables 

35-38 indicates that COVID-19 had little impact 

on the outlook for inflation or gas prices. 

But it may have been associated with a more 

positive outlook regarding real wages and a 

more negative outlook regarding the nation’s 

economic growth.  

Table 35

Table 36

Table 37

Table 38

No 26.3% 73.7%

Yes 23.8% 76.2%

Yes 32.1% 67.9%

No 23.2% 76.8%

Yes 23.8% 76.2%

No 22.5% 77.5%

Do you think inflation 
will remain low?

Do you think wage 
increases will  
exceed inflation?

Do you think 
gas prices will 
increase?

Do you think the 
national economy 
will grow?

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

263=

321=

238=

238=

232=

225=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

No 26.4% 73.6%

Yes 21.3% 78.7%

100000=

100000=

264=

213=

YES NO

Table 34

Good times 29.8% 70.2%

Don’t know 27.3% 72.7%

Bad times 26% 74%

Uncertain 24% 76%

Bad times with 
qualifications 22.2% 77.8%

Good times with 
qualifications 17.4% 82.6%

Which would you say is 
more likely – that we’ll 
have continuous good 
times over the next five 
years or so, or that we 
will face difficulties?

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

100000=

298=

240=

273=

222=

260=

174=

Have you lost your job 
or income due to the 
coronavirus?
YES NO
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About SBBER

About the Analysts

SBBER is the largest research and public service 

division of the Fogelman College of Business & 

 Economics at The University of Memphis. 

SBBER staff conducts research related to 

economic, demographic, and business issues 

that impact Tennessee and the surrounding 

Mid-South states. Research projects have 

John E. Gnuschke, Ph.D. 
is Director of SBBER and the Center for Manpower Studies (CMS), the applied 
business, economic, and labor market research divisions of the Fogelman College 
of Business & Economics. Dr. Gnuschke is also a Professor of Economics at The 
University of Memphis and serves as the Director of the Applied Information 
Technology Center. In his role as Director of SBBER, Dr. Gnuschke has conducted 
more than $40 million in research projects, including economic impact studies, 
labor market assessments, economic development strategic plans, community 
resource inventories, and welfare reform evaluations. Dr. Gnuschke received  
his Ph.D. and M.A. degrees from the University of Missouri at Columbia.  
He is past president of the national Association for University Business and 
Economic Research (AUBER). 

Ryan B. Hanson, Ph.D. 
is a research consultant specializing in Geographic Information Science and 
data analysis. He worked at The University of Memphis in the Sparks Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research as a GIS Projects Manager 2006-2020. He also 
attended The University of Memphis where he received a Ph.D. in Earth Sciences, 
an M.S. in Business Administration, and an M.A. in Geography.

Dr. Hanson’s research is focused on computerized mapping and spatial data 
analysis. His research interests relate to economic development, demographics, 

public health, real estate, and urban issues.
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The Sparks Bureau of Business and Economic Research (SBBER) at the 

Fogelman College of Business & Economics consists of several research 

divisions that provide professional assistance to the business, government, 

and academic communities. The mission of the SBBER is to conduct 

economic and labor market research and service activities that complement 

the teaching, research, and public service missions of the Fogelman College 

of Business & Economics at the University of Memphis.  Dr. John E. Gnuschke 

is the director of the SBBER and all of the affiliated research centers.

Named for Willard R. Sparks in 2003 but established in 1963, the 

SBBER is the largest research center at the University of Memphis. For 

nearly two decades, the SBBER has ranked among the largest and most 

successful business research centers in the nation. The SBBER forms a 

multidisciplinary research organization that conducts research related to 

economic, demographic, and business issues that impact Tennessee and the 

surrounding Mid-South states. Research projects have included economic 

impact studies, revenue forecasting, survey research, information technology 

projects, education and training studies, labor market analyses, welfare reform 

evaluations, and economic development strategic plans and reviews.

The SBBER is also home to three associated research centers.  The Center 

for Manpower Studies (CMS) was established in 1970 by a Manpower 

Institutional Grant from the US Department of Labor. The CMS remains the 

only continuously operating manpower center in the U.S.  The Center for Real 

Estate Research (CRER) was established in 2005 from a grant given by the 

Memphis Area Association of REALTORS® Education Foundation.  Established 

in 2005, the Applied Information Technology Center (AITC) supports state 

and local governments in the assessment and analysis of information 

technology issues.

Dr. John E. Gnuschke is Director of the Bureau of Business and Economic Research and the Center for Manpower 

Studies and Professor of Economics at The University of Memphis. Dr. Gnuschke also serves as the Director of the 

Applied Information Technology Center and is Co-Director of the Center for Real Estate Research.

Dr. Gnuschke’s areas of expertise include market assessments, survey research, impact studies, revenue and cost 

estimates, labor market studies, and competitor analyses. As a widely recognized leader in his profession, he 

serves on numerous local, state, and national committees and boards. He has served as president of AUBER (the 

national Association for University Business and Economic Research). He works closely with community leaders and 

organizations throughout the Mid-South. In addition to his academic and contract research activities, 

Dr. Gnuschke has over 25 years of experience as a private consultant to major business, legal, financial, and 

government organizations.

Dr. Gnuschke received his Ph.D. and M.A. degrees from the University of Missouri at Columbia and his B.S. from Utah 

State University.
 Dr. John E. Gnuschke

sbber.memphis.edu
901.678.2281

Sparks Bureau of Business and Economic Research

Centers, Programs and Activities

included economic development, strategic 

plans and reviews, agency assessments, 

community resource inventories, welfare 

reform, career and technical education 

evaluations, gaming research, economic 

impact studies, labor market analyses, revenue 

forecasting, and survey research. 
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About the Sponsor

Paragon is rooted in – and rooting for – Memphis. That’s why we’ve sponsored 

the Outlook 2020 Memphis Economic Study. We have business banking 

customers with new, growing, and maturing businesses, and we want them 

to have the freshest insights possible to help them plan their futures. We’re 

sharing this information with the Greater Memphis Area so that everyone 

can benefit from what we’ve learned. After all, that’s our specialty – business 

banking expertise from people invested in Memphis.

We’re here to serve. Let us know how we can help.

©2020 Paragon Bank. All rights reserved.MEMBER FDIC

901.273.2900 
bankparagon.com


